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M1. Develop competent 

professional with analytical 

skills and independent 

thinking through excellent 

education for productive ca-

reers in industry, academics 

and as entrepreneurs. 
 

M2. To enhance theoretical, 

experimental, and applied 

skills of faculty and stu-

dents in computer science 

through nationally and in-

ternationally and socially 

relevant research. 
 
M3. Continuously improve 
physical and academic in-
fluences. 
 
M4. Create nurturing envi-
ronment for life long learn-
ing skills. 

VISION  
Department of Computer 

Science and Engineering 

aspires to be recognized 

universally as a promoter 

of computer technology 

and its applications and so-

cially relevant research 

pursuits. 
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FROM THE DESK OF  CHAIRPERSON…….  

 

   The CSE team has been successfully uphold-

ing the traditions of the department which 

is evident from the efforts that have been 

made in publishing the newsletter. It had 

been a great month and shades of it have 

been precisely depicted in the newsletter. 

 

Dr. S.C Gupta, Chairperson (CSE/IT) 

FROM THE DESK OF HEAD OF DEPARTMENT.... 

 

Congratulations to the team for the upcom-

ing edition of news hack. It’s your hard 

work and excellence that this newsletter is 

holding pride of department and raising its 

excellence. 

 

Dr.Vikram Bali, HOD (CSE) 
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FROM FACULTY EDITORS:-  

The content in this newsletter is in perfect blend of  quality. It is an incredible       

platform for real, technical, managerial and social insight, hence perfect to convert a 

raw student into successful one. 

AAKANSHA MAHAJAN , CSE 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

RITU BANGA ,CSE 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

VRINDA , CSE 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

FROM STUDENT EDITOR :-   

 

      

I would like to congratulate our department for a great 

month. Firstly I would like to thank all the people who 

have helped us in making the newsletter. It had been an 

amazing and new experience for me. This month was full 

of  great things. Let’s have a look towards them. 

 

 

                                                                                     MOHIT ROHILLA  

                                                               CSE , 2nd Year 
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CSE star is biggest event of  

the department to identify and 

recognize students with high 

intellect and academic talent. It 

was conducted with full of  en-

ergy and zeal at intra college 

level.   

It consist of  four rounds–   

Aptitude & General Ability 

Test, Technical Test, Group 

Discussion, Extempore &   

Personal Interview. At each 

round students capability is 

checked and selected students 

are shortlisted for next round.  

Approx 500 students appeared 

for this event, out of    which 3 

students were selected from 

each year. 
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Surprise Objective Test 

The surprise objective test was 

conducted to effectively assess how 

well students have grasped the   

lessons and to correlate the       

performance of  students in the 

first internal assessment in theory. 

The surprise test is an informal        

formative assessment method 

which helps in improving the pass 

percentage.  
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PIET hosted its Diwali celebration with 

some making special gestures to help the 

under-privileged. We celebrated Diwali with 

full of  joys, Dr. S.C Gupta (Chairperson, 

CSE) and Dr. Vikram Bali (HOD, CSE)

appreciated their co-operative staff  and     

rewarded them with the gift. They wished 

them blessings and motivate them to do 

hard work. Cultural performances in      

mesmerizing traditional attires also       

showcased the spirit of  the festival season. 

We also took an initiative to celebrate       

Diwali as eco-friendly and eco-sensitive and 

promoted an anti-cracker campaign.  
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With the Shell, You Can Go Wild(card)     

and Follow Your Pipe Dream 

There is more to the shell, the terminal's interpreter software, than commands composed of alphanumeric charac-

ters. In addition to those familiar programs, there is a whole host of processing tools hiding behind the symbols of a 

standard keyboard. 

To say nothing of their incredible potency in combination, each one is so powerful on its own that it helps to take a 

methodical approach to get familiar with them. With that in mind, I'll narrow the focus here to two of the more prac-

tical symbols: the pipe ("|") and the wildcard ("*"). 

To illustrate the versatility of these two shell tools, I'll use one in-depth example: locating settings in the configura-

tion directory for a package manager.  

Spring Cleaning 

The package manager is pretty straightforward, as it is the program that determines how your system's packages -- 

the bundles programs come in -- are installed, updated and removed. Without it, you would be unable to install new 

software, and your system would not stay updated or even run, as programs would be missing key libraries needed 

to execute properly. 

So, what is a configuration directory? While programs traditionally read all their settings from a single configuration 

file, many newer applications have a directory (usually ending in ".d") that acts as one big configuration, with each 

individual file as a subsection. 

The Wildcard 

Represented by the asterisk symbol, the wildcard allows the shell to process multiple files at the same time. When used in conjunc-

tion with a command that takes a file as an argument, a lone wildcard is treated by the shell as all the files residing in the current 

directory.  

The Pipe 

The pipe is a simple shell component that sits between two commands and sends the output of one command to the 

input of the next. A sequence of commands that includes one or more pipes is called a "pipeline," and a single pipe-

line can be as simple as two commands -- for example, the time-honored construct of sending the output of informa-

tion-displaying commands into a viewer program like "less". 
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It was the year 2011, we had begun our journey in this prestigious   
institution. We had to overcome significant challenges, but the          
institution believed that we could make the most difference, and it was 
a great success. I would like to specially highlight that, this               
environment of  PIET turned out as the potters and we stood as mere 
clay and we were wonderfully shaped into fine pieces of  art work. The 
shaping process was hard and long. Our knowledge and skills were 
stretched and tested at many points. But in all those stretching,     
pulling and shaping process the only aim of  this institution as a whole 
was committed for making us what we are and the result is that we’re 
already learning to adapt the knowledge and understandings that 
we’ve picked up to actual problems and issues that are confronting the 
public pertaining to their health. 

 

So I stand here to applaud and humbly thank our institution as a 
whole. 

 

Niket Singla 

2011-15 

Working as 

“Digital Marketing 

Manager”  at BitBay 


